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Pattern Catalogue ~ November 2015
In October, 2010, I began working on a range of needlework patterns
under the name of “One Day In May”. I have a particular love of combining techniques and textures.
Simple embroidery, patchwork, applique, semi-detached applique and embellishment come together,
creating projects with a textural and dimensional quality.
Vintage and pre-loved haberdashery, antique postcards and children’s books inspire me to stitch… in
addition to all things Art Nouveau and Arts and Crafts Movement.
Through my One Day in May journey, I’d like to share a variety of techniques and design styles as
I discover them myself. My aim is to produce patterns that are truly comprehensive, filled with
illustrative and photographic detail.
Visit http://onedayinmay.com.au/wholesale-signup/ if you’d like to register for wholesale.
Once registered, log in to find a wholesale information page
at http://onedayinmay.com.au/wholesale-information/. There, you’ll find an information sheet and folder of
images available to download at your convenience. The included pattern descriptions and images
may be used for your websites, blogs, social media and any other marketing you might like to do.
Please contact me if you would like any high resolution images for advertising.

1.

A6 sized patterns ~ intended to be a counter top product
OD1 ~ Waterlily Dreaming Brooch
The perfect way to wear your
favourite fabrics!
Made with just 2 fat eighths a
brooch back and seed beads... this
little pattern is also great for gift
making.
Retail Price $12.00

OD11 ~ A Doily for Annabelle
"A Doily for Annabelle" is a sweet
design using just 2 fabrics and
ecru thread. This small project
(approx 7 3/4" / 20cm across)
makes a lovely gift or pretty
addition to your home.
Retail Price $12.00

Od12 ~ A Doily for Bessie
"A Doily for Bessie" is a sweet
design using just 2 fabrics and
ecru thread. This small project
(approx 7 3/4" / 20cm across)
makes a lovely gift or pretty
addition to your home
Retail Price $12.00

2.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
Od2 ~ Waterlily Dreaming
Needle Keep
A unique combination of
fabric folding, appliqué,
stitchery, machine sewing
and beading, Waterlily
Dreaming Needle Keep is
designed to store those
little needlework essentials
that are often hard to put
your finger on.
Retail Price $16.50

OD3 ~ A Cornflower
Gathering - table runner
(dimensions 14" x 38")
A combination of simple
techniques, this project
features raw-edge appliqued
leaves and flowers,
embroidered stems and leaf
curls, a ruched border and
wide binding.
Retail Price $16.50

OD4 ~ As Roses Bloom
Mini Quilt and Cushion
Approximately 18 ½" x 29"
(47 x 74cm). The centre
panel may be used to create
a small cushion ~ 11" x 15 ½"
(28 x 39.5cm) unfilled.
Instructions for completing
the cushion with a simple
backing method and binding
edge are included
A pretty design, combining
applique, stitchery, piecing,
felt leaves and dimensional
fabric roses
Retail Price $17.50

3.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
OD5 ~ Birds of the
Meadow - fabric boxes
6 ½" x 8" and 8 1/2" x 10".
This project has lots of
technique variation, with a
lovely combination of
stitchery, patchwork and
sweet applique birds. Each
bird features a dimensional
wing and tail.
Both bird panels are suited
to either sized box... make
1 or both! Perfect as a gift
or for dressing up your
sewing nook.
Retail Price $17.50
OD6 ~ Deck the Halls
- table runner
12” x 36” (30.5 x 91.4cm)
This unique runner, is
embellished with delightful
sprigs of dimensional holly.
The central wreath is
designed to surround a
small dish or bowl, just the
right size to hold a large
candle or selection of
Christmas treats.
Retail Price $17.50

OD7 ~ O’ Christmas Tree
- framed applique with
trapunto effect
Learn a trapunto technique
to give your appliqué and
stitchery some extra depth,
as you create this sweet
Christmas project. Sized to
fit a standard 8” x 10” frame,
this small design makes a
wonderful gift or decoration
for your festive home
Retail Price $14.50

4.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
Od9 ~ Sweet Roses Brooch
and framed display panel
This One Day In May design
includes instructions for a
lovely brooch and pretty
framed display panel. The
brooch is created with a unique
combination of dimensional
fabric roses and leaves, ric-rac
loops and a sweet felt heart.
The appliquéd and
embroidered display panel is
suited to a 5” x 7” standard
sized frame.
Retail Price $14.50

OD10 ~ In a Pear Tree - wall
hanging
Approx. 10" x 20"
This sweet design, combining
embroidery, patchwork and
dimensional fabric leaves,
celebrates the humble charm of the
pear and the Christmas carol we all
know and love.
Retail Price
$16.50

OD13 ~The Joy of
Christmas - wall hanging
Approx size – 20” (50.8cm)
square
A combination of a sweet
dimensional dove, textured
nest, variegated embroidery,
woolen felt holly and tiny gold
bells, this festive project will
bring a little Christmas spirit
to your home for the holiday
season.
Retail Price $17.50

5.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
OD14 ~
For the Love of Violets Hexagonal Pincushion
This project features a posy of
fabric violets and felt leaves. A
decorative piece, this design is
also functional with small
embroidered pockets to store
your packets of needles,
embroidery scissors, threads
and other notions.
Retail Price $15.50

Od15 ~ Joyful Angels - wall
hanging
Approx. 16" x 25"
INCLUDES TRANSFER
A One Day In May project
featuring redwork stitchery.
The candles and stars are
highlighted with silver, and a
stitched silver ribbon winds
it’s way down the Christmas
tree to add a touch of festive
sparkle. The tree, lower panel
and borders are decorated
with double-sided fabric stars.
Retail Price $15.50

Od17 ~ Daisy Chain Mobile - Finished size 115cm (45") long
Embroidered friends of the garden combine with dimensional fabric
and felt flowers to create a pretty, decorative piece for the nursery,
bedroom or playroom.
Retail Price $15.50

6.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
OD18 ~ May Love Grow Here
A framed redwork piece,
featuring felt and double-sided
fabric embellishment.
A little felt dove sits in her
redwork tree which bears the
sweetest of fruit.
Finished size 13 ½" x 15 ½" ,
to suit an 8" x 10" (shown) or
an 11" x 14" frame.
Retail Price $12.50

OD19 ~ Hannah’s Heart
- table runner
(A companion pattern to
“Hannah’s Garden”)
Approximate size ~ 15" x 39"
(38cm x 99cm)
Featuring patchwork,
embroidery and semi-detached
flowers, this decorative piece
will add a touch of charm to any
tabletop.
Learn how to create semidetached applique, with fused
fabrics and a little stitched
detail.
Retail Price $15.50
OD21 ~ Playing in the Daffodils
- appliqued stitchery
Approximate size ~ 14" square
to suit a 10" square frame
Inspired by a love of vintage
illustration, this design
combines simple embroidery
stitches with a little appliqué
and patchwork.
Only 4 different skeins of
variegated thread area used.
Cottage Garden Threads,
stranded - 206 Banksia,
304 Nutmeg, 309 Wattle Blossom
and 501 Aster
Retail Price $14.50

7.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
OD22 ~ With Thread in Hand
- to suit a 10” x 13” frame
INCLUDES TRANSFER
This vintage design is created
with simple embroidery stitches,
including the tiniest of crossstitches, a simple yet textural
alternative to the French Knot.
The finished design would also
work well bordered and bound
as a miniature quilt.
Only 4 different skeins of
variegated thread area used.
Cottage Garden Threads,
stranded - 708 Plum Pudding,
203 River Gum, 310 Carrot Seed
and 1002 Kangaroo Paw
Retail Price $15.50

OD23 ~ Heartfelt Trio
- A trio of small projects, for
the home or gifts
Hanging Heart - 8” x 8”,
Wallhanging - 7 ½” x 14”, Framed
Heart - 8" x 10" frame

- One panel design, with three
heartfelt sentiments and three
projects to choose from. Make
one or all three!
- Dimensional felt & doublesided fabric flowers, ruching,
patchwork, applique, and
embroidery combine in these
sweet, dimensional designs.
Retail Price $16.50

8.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
OD24 ~ Daisy Dance
- Needlework Keep - 6" x 7 ½"
- Store all the essentials for your
current project in this pretty
double-fold needlework keep.
- You'll find pockets for your
threads, notions and fabric pens,
as well as a scissor keep and
two layered needle keep.
A larger pocket inside the front
cover is perfect for storing a little
fabric, stabiliser or your stitchery
panel.
- The embroidered cover has
the added features of felted
wool leaves and double-sided fabric leaves which add texture and
dimension. All embroidery with just one variegated thread, Cottage
Garden Threads, stranded “Tropic Sea”.
Retail Price $16.50

9.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
OD25 ~ Spring Blush
- 33″ / 84cm square
A sweet table topper to celebrate
the arrival of Spring. This twotoned design, inspired by vintage
linen, features appliqued and
embroidered flowers, scalloped
and pieced borders and a facingfinish binding.
Retail Price $17.50
Retail Price $15.50

OD26 ~ Bees in the Blossom
~ Wallhanging
- approximately 16" x 25"
Embroidered bees busy
themselves in a wreath of
leaves and blossom, created
with needleturn and semidetached applique. The
wreath sits over a simply
pieced background that is
lightly quilted.
Retail Price $17.50

10.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
OD27 ~ A Festive Star
INCLUDES TRANSFER
An embroidered doily for the
festive season. Sprigs of holly
and ivy fill this Christmas star,
with winding ribbon and subtle
gold highlights.
The doily is edged with
threaded backstitch and lightly
quilted in the centre.
Finished size - 30 cm (11 3/4
inches) across
Retail Price $14.50

OD28 ~ A Merry Dove
- jar and candle wrap
A sweet, dimensional dove to
adorn your Christmas table.
Designed to tie around an 8 9cm diameter jar or candle.
Will also fit a small mason jar
or 100 g coffee jar.
'- This merry dove is features
embroidered swirls, semidetached felt holly and doublesided fabric stars. Braided
embroidery thread finishes this
piece, tying the dove together
at the front.
Retail Price $14.50

OD29 ~ Redwork Christmas
Wreath
INCLUDES TRANSFER
Finished size 30.5cm / 12"
square to suit 10" square frame.
A little bird sits in a wreath filled
with all things Christmas. This
redwork design is given extra
depth and texture with the
addition of dimensional holly
leaves created with semidetached applique. Peepers
and a simple border complete
this small Christmas project.
Retail Price $14.50

11.

A5 sized patterns ~ presented as booklets with pattern sheets
Od30 ~ Sew Tidy - Tool and
Notion Keep
Finished size ~ to suit an 11" x
14" frame
A decorative and practical
piece for your sewing space,
this framed piece has 3 large
divided pockets for storing
your sewing essentials. Stand
the finished piece on your
sewing table or hang it on a
wall, keeping your tools and
notions visible and close at
hand.
The embroidered wreath
features semi-detached
leaves.
Retail Price $15.50

12.

Thankful

OD8 - Thankful
Approximately
30" x 38" (76.2 x 96.5cm

A six part
Block of the Month from
One Day In May

A 6 part quilt pattern overflowing
with technique variation,
“Thankful” will delight those who
love hand-stitching and
dimensional needlework.
Looking for something a little
different to create? How about
appliquéd “faux doilies”, ric-rac
roses, small fabric roses,
embroidered appliqué, reverse
appliqué, gathered panels, lacecovered panels, and a
dimensional bow? “Thankful”
features these methods and
more for you to enjoy.
“Thankful” is available as a set
of 6 patterns. Block 1 may also
be purchased individually.
Block 1 includes a “Technique
Booklet” and instructions for a
cushion, created from the
Block 1 design.

Approximately 30" x 38" (76.2 x 96.5cm)

Creations by Melissa Grant
Thankful © 2011 Creations By Melissa Grant - All rights reserved

onedayinmay.typepad.com

Shop notes for
kitting and
requirements are
available.

Retail Price
Full Set $82.00
Block 1 $19.50

13.

Hannah’s Garden
A seven part
Block of the Month from
One Day In May

OD16 – Hannah's Garden
~ A seven part Block of the
Month or Set of 7 Patterns
Finished size
31" x 49" ( 78.7 x 124.5cm )
- A set of seven A5 sized booklets
with full-colour covers, full-sized
pattern sheets, and an abundance
of illustrative photos and diagrams.
The reader will discover patterns
that are easy to follow, with clear,
concise, step-by-step instructions.
- “Hannah's Garden” is sewn row
by row, incorporating embroidery,
needleturn appliqué, embroidered
appliqué and patchwork. Five rows
also feature leaves or flowers
created with semi-detached
appliqué using double-sided fabric.
- “Hannah's Garden” is presented
in a folder that has been designed
to enhance and offer flexibility of
display. It sits equally well amongst
books on a shelf or with patterns,
in a pattern stand, baskets or other
regular pattern display. Inside,
you'll also find 3 complimentary
“Hannah's Garden” gift tags to
enjoy.

Finished size ~ 31" x 49" ( 78.7 x 124.5cm )
For more information, please visit
onedayinmay.typepad.com or www.patternpress.com.au
For wholesale orders contact Pattern Press
ph. +61 3 62787507 e: orders@patternpress.com.au

Creations by Melissa Grant

For more One Day In May updates, join Melissa at
www.facebook.com/OneDayInMay.MelissaGrant

Hannah’s Garden © 2013 Creations By Melissa Grant - All rights reserved

- A full colour guide to requirements
and kitting is available.
- Please email or phone us, if you
would like to receive an assortment
of “Hannah's Garden” photos for
you website, newsletter or blog.

Retail Price
Full Set $59.50

14.

